Refrigerator Copy
Practice every night.
Unit 3: Module A
Lessons 1 – 5
Stories: “Knots on a Counting Rope” and “Storm in the Night”
Skills: Contributions of Illustrations to a Text and Characters

Spelling Words

Spell and use correctly in daily writing.
1. wolves
2. knives
3. feet
4. men
5. children
6. women
7. sheep
8. heroes
9. scarves
10.mice
11. geese
12.cuffs
13.elves
14.banjos
15.halves

Vocabulary
Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

canyon- a deep gorge, valley
ceremony- a formal occasion or ritual (variation- ceremonial)
sweep- a wide continuous surface, to extend (variation- sweeping)
traced- to copy or draw (variations- traceable, tracing)
surround- to encircle or be around something (variation- surrounding)
fluttering- flapping, waving, or flaring (variation- fluttery)

Refrigerator Copy
Practice every night.
Unit 3: Module A
Lessons 6 - 10
Stories: “Storm in the Night” and “Knots on a Counting Rope”
Skills: Contributions of Illustrations to a Text, Characters, Central Message, and
Comparing and contrasting

Spelling Words
Spell and use correctly in daily writing.
1. third
2. early
3. world
4. certain
5. dirty
6. herself
7. earth
8. word
9. perfect
10. verb
11. nerve
12. worm
13. thirsty
14. workout
15. earn

Vocabulary

Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

brandishing- thrashing (variation- brand)
commanded- demanded (variation- commanding)
interrupting- stopping (variation- interruption)
ashamed- embarrassed (variation- ashamedly)
muttering- to mumble (variation- mutter)
fluttering- flapping, waving, or flaring (variation- fluttery)
ceremony- a formal occasion or ritual (variation- ceremonial)

Refrigerator Copy
Practice every night.
Unit 3: Module A
Lessons 11 – 15
Story: “Paul Bunyan”
Skills: Contributions of Illustrations to a Text and Central Message

Spelling Words

Spell and use correctly in daily writing.
1. prepaid
2. midnight
3. overflow
4. outdoors
5. outline
6. overgrown
7. prefix
8. Midwest
9. pretest
10. midpoint
11. outgoing
12. overtime
13. overdue
14. outside
15. outfield

Vocabulary
Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

hitched- fastened, harnessed, or hooked (variation- unhitch)
stubborn- determined (variations- stubbornness, stubbornly)
comfortable- calm or relaxed (variation- comfort)
huddled- crowded, crouching (variation- huddling)
eager- to be interested or wanting to do or have something (variationeagerness)
6. groove- a narrow cut track (variation- grooved)
7. boulders- large rocks or mountains
8.

Refrigerator Copy
Practice every night.
Unit 3: Module A
Lessons 16-18
Stories: “Storm in the Night,” “Paul Bunyan,” “The Myth of Icarus,” “Anansi’s Long, Thin
Legs,” and “Knots on a Counting Rope”
Skills: Characters’ Motivations, Central Message, and Compare/Contrast

Spelling Words

Spell and use correctly in daily writing.
1. dentist
2. editor
3. artist
4. hostess
5. actress
6. swimmer
7. seller
8. tutor
9. tourist
10. organist
11. lioness
12. shipper
13. chemist
14. investor
15. conductor

Vocabulary
Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word
1. ashamed- embarrassed (variation- ashamedly)
2. huddled- crowded, crouching (variation- huddling)
3. banished- to send someone away from a country for a punishment (variationbanish)
4. secure- fastened so that something does not become loose (variation- securing)
5. ecstatic- feeling an overwhelming sense of happiness
6. managed- to be in charge of something (variation- manageable)
7. mutterings- to mumble (variation- mutter)
8. surround- to encircle or be around something (variation- surrounding)
9. hitched- fastened, harnessed, or hooked (variation- unhitch)
10. comfortable- calm or relaxed (variation- comfort)

